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ABSTRACT
Thermal management of DRAM memory has become a critical is-
sue for server systems. We have done, to our best knowledge, the
first study of software thermal management for memory subsys-
tem on real machines. Two recently proposed DTM (Dynamic
Thermal Management) policies have been improved and imple-
mented in Linux OS and evaluated on two multicore servers, a
Dell PowerEdge 1950 server and a customized Intel SR1500AL
server testbed. The experimental results first confirm that a system-
level memory DTM policy may significantly improve system per-
formance and power efficiency, compared with existing memory
bandwidth throttling scheme. A policy called DTM-ACG (Adap-
tive Core Gating) shows performance improvement comparable to
that reported previously. The average performance improvements
are 13.3% and 7.2% on the PowerEdge 1950 and the SR1500AL
(vs. 16.3% from the previous simulation-based study), respectively.
We also have surprising findings that reveal the weakness of the
previous study: the CPU heat dissipation and its impact on DRAM
memories, which were ignored, are significant factors. We have
observed that the second policy, called DTM-CDVFS (Coordinated
Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling), has much better perfor-
mance than previously reported for this reason. The average im-
provements are 10.8% and 15.3% on the two machines (vs. 3.4%
from the previous study), respectively. It also significantly reduces
the processor power by 15.5% and energy by 22.7% on average.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: B.3.2 [Primary Memory]:
Design Styles

General Terms: Design, Management, Performance
Keywords: DRAM Memories, Thermal Management
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1. INTRODUCTION
Thermal management has been a first-order consideration in pro-

cessor and hard disk design for a long time, and now it has become
critically important in the design of DRAM memory subsystems.
This trend is driven by the wide adoption of multi-core processors
and the ever increasing demand for high capacity, high bandwidth
from memory subsystems. For example, a current small-scale, two-
way SMP server [8] provides peak memory bandwidth of 24 GB/s
and maximum memory capacity of 32 GB to support up to eight
processor cores. The design of high bandwidth and high density
DRAM subsystem leads to increasing power consumption and heat
generation. The maximum power consumption of the memory sub-
system can reach 100 watts, which is in the same range of the power
consumed by the processors. With this degree of power consump-
tion, DRAM power and thermal management has become an ur-
gent and critical issue. While studies have done on DRAM power
management, there lacks systematic research on DRAM thermal
management.

Modern computing systems are designed with cooling capabili-
ties to allow full system performance under normal operating con-
ditions as well as thermal solutions to safeguard the systems against
adverse situations. As for DRAM memory subsystems, a simple
thermal solution has been used in servers [16]: when the memory
subsystem is approaching a critical thermal threshold, the mem-
ory controller throttles the memory bandwidth. Another solution,
proposed for mobile systems, shuts down a whole memory subsys-
tem [12]. In those systems, memory thermal management is used
as a protection mechanism that ensures safe operation and prevents
thermal emergencies under abnormal scenarios. These scenarios
while not common do occur in practice. They can be due to a
poorly designed thermal solution in other subsystems, system fan
failure, obstructions to airflow within a system, thermally challeng-
ing workload mix or other reasons that cause a system to operate
outside of its thermal design boundaries. Thermal management is
also necessary since time constants with which silicon components
can cross a critical thermal limit are much faster than the response
time of system-level cooling control such as fan.

Our research goal is to design and implement memory DTM
methods for server systems running in constrained thermal envi-
ronments to improve the systems’ performance and/or power effi-
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ciency. Thermal management can be a normal form when users or
system operators make a decision to operate in more constrained
thermal environments, including unavoidable high ambient tem-
peratures, the need to limit fan speed for acoustic reasons, or the
necessity to reduce cooling costs in data centers.

Throttling memory bandwidth under a certain threshold can pre-
vent memory temperature from increasing, thus avoiding any pos-
sibility of thermal emergency. Nevertheless, it may limit the sys-
tem performance unnecessarily. A carefully designed DTM (dy-
namic thermal management) scheme, when used in combination
with bandwidth throttling, may improve system performance and/or
improve system power efficiency without putting the system in haz-
ard. A recent study [15] proposed two schemes that directly throt-
tle the processor execution through core gating (selectively shut-
ting down processor cores) or DVFS (dynamic voltage and fre-
quency scaling) for memory thermal management. It evaluated
those schemes using a dynamic DRAM thermal model and sim-
ulation, and reported that integrating processor power management
and execution control with memory thermal management yields
significant gains in system performance and energy efficiency. How-
ever, the work has two limitations. First, the DRAM thermal model
used for evaluation of different thermal management mechanisms
has not been validated on real systems. Given the dependency be-
tween the accuracy of the thermal model and reported power and
performance gains, it is necessary to confirm results presented in
the study by implementing and evaluating these approaches in real
systems. Second, due to inherent limitations of running long work-
load traces in a simulator, the design space and parameters of the
proposed schemes were not full explored and adequately analyzed.

To address these issues, we evaluate the existing memory DTM
schemes on two server systems. Our study uses measurements on
real systems running multiprogramming workloads. We have im-
plemented these schemes in a Linux OS and evaluated their perfor-
mance and power efficiency on two servers configured with latest
generation hardware, a Dell PowerEdge 1950 server and an Intel
SR1500AL server testbed (called PE1950 and SR1500AL there-
after). To obtain an accurate picture of the power and performance
benefits of mechanisms evaluated in this paper, we instrumented
the SR1500AL with power and thermal sensors to get fine-grain
measurements at a component level.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study of software
thermal management for memory subsystem on real machines. We
have done comprehensive experiments and detailed analysis re-
garding performance, memory temperature profiles, and system power
and energy consumption. Our experiments first confirm that the
two recently proposed schemes significantly improve performance
of real server systems in constrained thermal environments. In ad-
dition, we have encouraging findings that address the limitations of
the previous work.

• Compared with the simple DTM-BW (DTM through mem-
ory Bandwidth Throttling) method, the DTM-ACG (DTM
through Adaptive Core Gating) scheme [15] improves per-
formance by up to 24.2% and 21.7% on the PE1950 and
SR1500AL servers, respectively; and 13.3% and 7.2% on
average, respectively. The improvements of DTM-CDVFS
(DTM through Coordinated Dynamic Voltage and Frequency
Scaling) are up to 18.0% and 23.9%, and 10.8% and 15.3%
on average on the two servers, respectively.

• The performance gain of the DTM-CDVFS scheme mea-
sured on real systems is much better than the previously re-
ported simulation result, which is only 3.4% on average. Be-
sides the expected performance difference due to different

configurations of the real systems and the simulated one, our
analysis indicates that the CPU heat dissipation and its influ-
ence on DRAM, which were ignored in the previous study,
is a significant factor.

• We have also found that the DTM-CDVFS method improves
the system power efficiency in addition to the performance
gains. It reduces the processor power rate by 15.5% on the
SR1500AL. The energy consumed by the processor and mem-
ory is reduced by 22.7% on average.

• We have evaluated a new scheme, called DTM-COMB, that
combines DTM-ACG and DTM-CDVFS. It may stop a sub-
set of cores and apply DVFS to the others. Our experimental
results show that the new scheme may further improve the
performance by up to 5.7%.

When compared with the simulation-based work [15], this study
is novel in memory DTM implementations and the experimental
methods. It is the first effort showing that memory DTM can be im-
plemented as part of OS power management and work in conjunc-
tion with existing power management mechanisms (e.g. DVFS).
The instrumentation we did on the SR1500AL testbed is unique
and the established experimental method is more convincing than
simulation. We are able to do extensive experiments which bring
several new insights.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
background and related work of this study. Section 3 discusses our
design and implementation of the DRAM DTM schemes on real
systems. Section 4 describes the experimental methodology and
workloads. Section 5 analyzes the experimental results and finally
Section 6 summarizes the study.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Thermal Management in Computer Systems. Thermal man-

agement has become a major research focus in recent years. Most
studies so far have focused on processors and hard disks in server
systems and data centers. Brooks and Martonosi study different
processor DTM mechanisms, which include scaling the clock fre-
quency or voltage [1]. Skadron et al. develop a thermal model
for individual functional blocks using thermal resistances and ca-
pacitances derived from the layout of the micro-architecture struc-
tures [19]. They further extend the model to HotSpot, which mod-
els thermal behavior at microarchitecture level using a network of
thermal resistances and capacitances and can identify the hottest
unit on chip [20]. They also propose several system-level DTM
techniques; for example, migrating computation to underutilized
hardware units from overheated ones. Li et al. study the ther-
mal constraints in the design space of CMPs [14]. Donald and
Martonosi explore the design space of thermal management tech-
niques for multicore processors [3]. Regarding the DTM for the
hard disk drives, Gurumurthi et al. develop models to capture the
capacity, performance and thermal behavior of disk drives. They
also present two DTM techniques for hard disks, exploiting the
thermal slack or throttling disk activities [5]. Kim et al. further
develop a performance-temperature simulator of disk drives and
study the thermal behavior and management of storage systems us-
ing server workloads [13].

Another important and related area is applying DTM techniques
at the system and data center level. Moore et al. use temperature-
aware workload placement algorithm to reduce data center cooling
costs [18]. Heath et al. propose Mercury, a temperature emulation
suite for servers; they also develop and evaluate Freon, a system
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for managing thermal emergency in server clusters [6]. Choi et al.
propose ThermoStat, a CFD-based tool, to study thermal optimiza-
tions at run time in server systems as well as the layout optimiza-
tion in design phase [2]. This study focuses on DRAM memory
subsystems in individual servers. The proposed methods can be
used along with the other methods.

Thermal Issue of DDR2 and FB-DIMM Memories. With
the rapid increase of DRAM capacity and bandwidth, DRAM mem-
ory subsystem now consumes a significant portion of total system
power. The DRAM memory has a general trend of power increase
of 5-6% per year, as the bandwidth doubles every three years. The
DRAM die size itself has been growing at a rate of 5-6% per year.
In the latest generation server systems, DRAM power consumption
can be comparable to that of processors. DRAM thermal problem
has become a real issue recently for both DDR2 DRAM and Fully
Buffered-DIMM (FB-DIMM). A recent study has reported that on
a mobile system, the temperature of DDR2 DRAM devices may
exceed their thermal design point of 85◦C when running real work-
loads at an ambient temperature of 35◦C [12]. On sever platforms,
the recently deployed FB-DIMM has become a focus for DRAM
thermal studies [15, 16].

FB-DIMM is designed to support both high bandwidth and large
capacity by using narrow and high-frequency channels with point-
to-point communication [4]. An AMB (advanced memory buffer)
is placed into each DIMM for transferring data between the DRAM
devices and the memory channel. In FB-DIMM, AMB is a hot spot
because of its high power density (18.5 Watt/cm2). Without ther-
mal control, the temperature of AMB can exceed its thermal design
point of 110◦C. In practice, a product server may hold the AMB
temperature under 100◦C for safety. Additionally, the heat gener-
ated by AMB will spread to DDR2 DRAM devices with a lower
thermal design point of 85◦C, making them potential hot spots.

DRAM Thermal Behavior. As modeled in the Micron power
calculator [17] and an Intel data sheet [9], the power consumption
of a DRAM memory subsystem is almost linear to the memory
throughput. It consists of two parts, static power which is mostly a
constant (but configuration-dependent), and dynamic power which
is almost proportional to memory throughput. If the memory through-
put is kept at a constant level, the DRAM temperature will raise
and stabilize in a few minutes. The stable temperature can roughly
be defined as Tstable = Tambient +

P

Pi × Ψi, where Tambient is the
DRAM ambient temperature, Ψi is the thermal resistance between
a component i in the system and the DIMM, and Pi is the power
consumed by the component. Components in this equation include
the DIMM itself and may include adjacent DIMMs and other sub-
systems like processor or hard disk if the thermal interaction be-
tween them and the DIMM is not negligible. In FB-DIMM, the
power consumption of a typical AMB is in the range of 4-8 Watts;
and that of a typical DDR2 DRAM device is about 5 Watts.

Dynamic Thermal Management Schemes for Memories. In
practice, two DTM schemes have been used to prevent AMB or
DRAM devices from overheating. In thermal shutdown, the mem-
ory controller (or the operating system) periodically reads the tem-
perature of DIMMs from thermal sensors located on the DIMM
and, if the reading exceeds a preset thermal threshold, stops all ac-
cesses to memory until the temperature drops below the specified
threshold by a certain margin. In bandwidth throttling [8, 16], the
memory controller gradually throttles memory throughput as tem-
perature starts to rise to prevent it from crossing critical (shutdown)
thermal threshold. The throttling is done by counting and limiting
the number of DRAM row activations in a given time window.

Lin et al. [15] propose a dynamic DRAM thermal model as well

as the DTM-ACG and DTM-CDVFS schemes and evaluate them
using a simulator. The two schemes are discussed in detail in Sec-
tion 3. We further extend this work in our paper and provide de-
tailed evaluation and analysis of these schemes on real systems.

Other Related Work. Isci et al. [11] have proposed a run-
time phase prediction method to manage mobile processor power
consumption for memory intensive applications. They use DVFS
during memory-bound phases of a workload to reduce processor
power. By contrast, DTM-CDVFS is triggered in thermally con-
strained systems and the objective is to improve performance and
reduce thermal heat exchange in addition to improving processor
power efficiency; and the evaluation in this study has been done
in a multi-core server system as opposed to a single-core mobile
platform. Since memory temperature change is much slower than
program phase change, thermal emergency is likely a more reliable
trigger for DVFS with a performance target, though phase predic-
tion can work when thermal emergency does not appear. Another
study by Isci et al. [10] proposes methods to use per-core DVFS in
managing the power budget of a multicore processor. Besides the
difference that this study is focused on memory thermal manage-
ment, per-core DVFS is not available on our platforms.

3. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
In general, a DTM scheme can be divided two interdependent

parts, mechanism and policy. The mechanism enforces DTM de-
cisions made by the policy and also provides inputs to it while the
policy decides when and what thermal actions to trigger. The goal
of a DTM policy is to prevent memory from overheating or go-
ing above its maximum safe operating temperature. This is ac-
complished by continuously monitoring memory temperature and
forcing memory to reduce its power by putting a cap on memory
throughput when the temperature crosses a predefined threshold
called Tcritical (Figure 1). The bandwidth allowed at this point is
drastically limited to protect that part, leading to significant degra-
dation in system responsiveness and performance.

To smooth the effects of thermal management and reduce its im-
pact on system performance, a well designed DTM policy may try
to reduce memory bandwidth more gracefully when memory tem-
perature starts to approach a critical threshold [19, 15]. To accom-
plish this, a DTM policy usually defines another threshold called
Ttm where an adaptive DTM mechanism, which supports multiple
running levels, starts to get activated. The range (Ttm, Tcritical) is
normally broken into thermal zones with each thermal zone hav-
ing an associated set of actions that are designed to lower memory
temperature. Thermal zones with higher temperatures trigger more
aggressive actions necessary to bring memory temperature within
the Ttm threshold. Note that if temperature ever crosses Tcritical
threshold and reaches Tshutdown point, the memory controller will
shut down the memory subsystem to avoid any physical damage to
that part, though this should never happen in a properly designed
system with bandwidth throttling.

3.1 Memory DTM Mechanisms
A memory DTM mechanism should generally consist of three

components: a memory temperature monitor or estimator, a DTM
policy trigger, and a method for controlling memory temperature.
We have designed different mechanisms to support four thermal
management policies, namely DTM-BW, DTM-ACG, DTM-CDVFS,
and DTM-COMB, and implemented them on two Linux servers
with Intel Xeon 5160 processors. Each DTM mechanism is an in-
tegration of hardware/software components that together provide
the required functions and capabilities to support DTM policy.
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Figure 1: The idea of using thermal zone to guide the design of memory DTM policies. Thermal emergency level, which is used in the discussions of
our specific DTM implementations, is the same concept.

Temperature Monitoring. A DTM scheme makes thermal
management decisions based on current (and possibly past or pre-
dicted future) memory temperature. The temperature can be either
measured if thermal sensors are available or conservatively pre-
dicted if otherwise. Temperature readings at multiple points should
be obtained because a memory subsystem may have multiple hot
spots, where the temperature may potentially cross the critical ther-
mal point of that part if no thermal solution is used. Both of our
servers use FB-DIMM based memory subsystems and by their con-
figurations the AMBs are hot spots1. Thermal sensors are located
in the AMB of each FB-DIMM. Thus, the AMB temperature can
be directly measured and used for making DTM decisions. In ad-
dition, our SR1500AL system hosts multiple temperature sensors
that measure the front panel temperature (system ambient), CPU
inlet temperature, memory inlet temperature and memory exhaust
temperature. Those temperature readings do not affect DTM deci-
sions but allow us to get a detailed thermal profile during program
execution.

Policy Trigger. A DTM policy needs to periodically check
whether any of the thermal thresholds have been crossed and in-
voke thermal control logic if necessary. We implement the DTM
policy as a monitoring utility, which is periodically woken up by
the OS scheduler. We used a default interval of one second in our
experiments. Since DRAM thermal constants are large (it takes
roughly a few hundred seconds for DRAM devices or AMBs to
reach their TDPs from idle state), one-second interval is adequate
to trigger thermal management actions and protect memory from
overheating. It is also sufficiently long to avoid any noticeable per-
formance overhead from the monitor itself.

Memory Thermal Control Methods. When a thermal thresh-
old is crossed and the event is detected by the monitoring util-
ity, some actions need to be taken to lower memory temperature.
Since DRAM power and therefore temperature are closely related
to memory throughput (with all other conditions such as airflow
and inlet temperature being equal), temperature can be lowered by
reducing memory throughput. We have used three approaches that
control memory activity either from the memory side or the pro-
cessor side. The first approach called Bandwidth Throttling sets a
limit on the number of memory accesses that are allowed in a cer-

1DRAM devices can be hot spots in other configurations of FB-
DIMM.

tain time window. Intel 5000X chipset used in both of out servers
allows clamping the number of DRAM row activations over a spec-
ified time window [8]. The DTM-BW policy uses this capability
to throttle memory throughput at different levels based on current
thermal zone. The second approach called Core Gating reduces
memory throughput by limiting the number of active cores through
CPU hot plug module in the Linux kernel (version 2.6.20). When a
CPU is unplugged it is logically removed from the OS and placed
into a sleep state by executing a halt instruction. Note that the over-
head of this operation is very small given one-second granularity
of our DTM policies. The last approach uses the feature of proces-
sor Voltage and Frequency Scaling to reduce memory throughput.
The Xeon 5160 processors used in our servers support four differ-
ent (Frequency, Voltage) operating points: (3.0 GHz, 1.2125 V),
(2.667 GHz, 1.1625 V), (2.333 GHz, 1.1000 V), and (2.000 GHz,
1.0375 V). In the latter two approaches, bandwidth throttling is en-
abled when memory temperature is close to its thermal threshold to
avoid any possibility of overheating.

3.2 Memory DTM Polices
The objective of a DTM policy is to maximize the overall system

performance without crossing the thermal threshold of any part of
the system. A secondary objective is to improve the overall system
power efficiency. In general, DTM policies have to reduce mem-
ory throughput to lower memory temperature, but their strategies
can be different as discussed above. It is important to note these
DTM policies do not guarantee a certain level of memory tempera-
ture or activity. Rather, they change memory or processor operating
parameters with the aim of reducing memory bandwidth while in-
creasing system’s ability to better tolerate constrained thermal en-
vironments. If these policies are not effective in reducing memory
temperature, they will all enable bandwidth throttling as a safe-
guard when memory temperature crosses a critical Tcritical threshold
as shown in Figure 1.

Thermal Emergency Level and Running Level. As dis-
cussed earlier, a general approach in our DTM policy design is to
quantize memory temperature into thermal zones or thermal emer-
gency levels [19] and associate each level with a system thermal
running level. The use of running levels has appeared in real sys-
tems, i.e. in bandwidth throttling of Intel chipset 5000X [8]. In this
study, system running levels are defined in terms of processor fre-
quency, number of active cores and allowed memory bandwidth.
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In general, a thermal running level with better system performance
also generates more heat. Every time a policy module is executed,
it reads the temperature sensors, determines the thermal emergency
level, and then decides the thermal running level for the next time
interval. If the new running level is different from the current one,
a thermal action will be taken to change the thermal running level.

Table 1 describes the settings of the thermal emergency levels
and the thermal running levels for the two servers. It is important
to note that the number of the emergency levels and that of the
running levels do not have to equal. The number of thermal zones is
based on the inherent relationship between DRAM temperature and
memory bandwidth while the number of thermal running levels is
based on the underlying HW capabilities. For example, there could
be more than four running levels if the two processors are quad-
core. Also, it is a coincidence that DTM-ACG and DTM-CDVFS
have the same number of running levels.

We used the following methodology to define thermal emergency
level for our two systems. On the Intel SR1500AL we set Tcritical
threshold to 98◦C. This threshold is based on a conservative 100◦C
AMB thermal threshold with a 2-degree margin to ensure safe op-
eration of the system. The Intel SR1500AL is put into a hot box
and the system ambient temperature is set to 36◦C, which emulates
a constrained thermal environment. Four thermal emergency lev-
els are then defined in decrements of 4 degrees: [94, 98), [90, 94),
[86, 90), [-, 86). The PE1950 is located as a standalone box in an
air-conditioned room with a system ambient temperature of 26◦C.
To better understand the thermal behavior of such a server with
an ambient temperature of 36◦C, we artificially lower the 100◦C
AMB thermal threshold by 10◦C and set Tcritical to 88◦C accord-
ingly. The thermal emergency levers for PE1950 are then defined
in decrements of 4 degrees similar to the SR1500AL system: [84,
88), [80, 84), [76, 80), [-, 76). Note that in both systems the lowest
thermal emergency level does not impose any constraints and al-
lows for full system performance. For safety concern, the chipset’s
bandwidth throttling is enabled when the system is in the highest
thermal emergency level to ensure that overheating will not happen.

DTM-BW Policy. This policy only performs bandwidth throt-
tling. It resembles the bandwidth throttling in Intel chipset 5000X [8];
and we use it as a reference to evaluate other DTM policies. It uses
the bandwidth limiting function of the chipsets, which are avail-
able in both systems, to cap the bandwidth usage according to the
current thermal emergency level. Setting the limit to 2GB/s on the
PE1950 will guarantee that the memory will not overheat; and so
does using the 3GB/s limit on the SR1500AL. As Table 1 describes,
four thermal running levels are used. The limits are enforced in the
chipset by limiting the number of DRAM row activations in a time
window. Because close page mode is used, bandwidth usage is
mostly proportional to number of DRAM row activations. The de-
fault window of 66ms is used, which is suggested by the chipset
designers.

DTM-ACG Policy. This policy uses core gating to indirectly
reduce memory traffic. It is based on the observation that when
a subset of cores is disabled, the contention for last level cache
from different threads is reduced, leading to reduced memory traf-
fic. If the workload is bandwidth-bound, then system performance
will be improved. Note that for a memory-intensive workload, the
memory thermal constraint puts a limit on memory bandwidth that
the program execution may utilize. Therefore, the gain from mem-
ory traffic reduction can more than offset the loss of computation
power from core gating. Both servers have two dual-core proces-
sors. We always retain one active core per processor to fully utilize
their caches to reduce memory traffic. Therefore, thermal running

levels associated with the last two thermal emergency levels sup-
port the same number of active cores. The main difference between
them is that in L4, as with other DTM policies described in this
section, maximum memory bandwidth throttling is also enforced.
Note that when one or more cores are gated the threads allocated
to these cores get migrated to active cores resulting in serialized
sharing of core and cache resources with other threads. We found
that the default scheduling interval of 100ms of the Linux kernel
works well, containing cache thrashing while maintaining fairness
and smoothness in process scheduling.

DTM-CDVFS Policy. This policy uses processor DVFS to
indirectly throttle memory traffic. The main source of performance
improvement, as to be showed in Section 5, is the reduced processor
heat generation. Lowering processor voltage and frequency leads
to reduced processor power consumption and heat exchange with
other components, including memory. Consequently, the memory
subsystem may run at high speed for longer time than normally
allowed. This effect has been observed on both servers, but is
more obvious on the Intel SR1500AL because the processors are
located right in front of FB-DIMMs on the airflow path in that sys-
tem. The four running levels under this policy correspond to four
frequency and voltage settings of Xeon 5160 CPU. In this paper,
DTM-CDVFS policy performs frequency/voltage transitions on all
processors and cores simultaneously and uniformly. A policy that
supports such differentiation is worth further investigation but we
leave it to future work.

DTM-COMB Policy. DTM-COMB combines DTM-ACG
and DTM-CDVFS by integrating core gating and coordinated DVFS.
The goal of this policy is to take full advantage of the combined
benefits offered by DTM-CDVFS’ larger thermal headroom and
reduced memory traffic enabled by core gating in DTM-ACG. Ta-
ble 1 shows four thermal running levels defined for this policy by
combining the number of active cores and processor operating fre-
quency. Similar to DTM-ACG, we keep at least one core active for
each CPU in DTM-COMB to fully utilize the caches.

4. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

4.1 Hardware and Software Platforms
We conducted our experiments on two small-scale servers as

standalone systems. Both machines use FB-DIMM and the mem-
ory hot spots are AMBs, therefore we are only concerned with
AMB temperatures thereafter. (DRAM devices can be hot spots
in different configurations.) The first one, PE1950, is a Dell Pow-
erEdge 1950 1U server put in an air-conditioned room as a stan-
dalone system. It has Intel 5000X chipset and two dual-core, 3.0GHz
Intel Xeon 5160 processors. Each has a shared, 4MB, 16-way set
associative L2 cache; and each core of the processor has a private
32KB instruction cache and a private 32KB data cache. The ma-
chine has two 2GB 667MT Fully Buffered DIMM (FB-DIMM) as
the main memory. The second machine is an Intel SR1500AL ma-
chine which is instrumented for thermal and power study. It has
almost the same configuration as the PE1950 except that it has four
2GB 667MT FB-DIMM. On the SR1500AL, we are able to mea-
sure the power consumption of FB-DIMM and processors and pro-
cessor exhaust temperature, which is also the memory ambient tem-
perature on this system. The instrumentation on the SR1500AL al-
tered the air flow inside the machine, making it less stronger than as
in a production machine. The reported temperature readings should
not be assumed as on a product machine.

As mentioned before, we are more interested in the thermal be-
haviors of those machines in a constrained thermal environment.
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Thermal Emergency Level Machine L1 L2 L3 L4
AMB Temp. Range (◦C) PE1950 (-, 76.0) [76.0, 80.0) [80.0, 84.0) [84.0 88.0)
AMB Temp. Range (◦C) SR1500AL (-, 86.0) [86.0, 90.0) [90.0, 94.0) [94.0 98.0)
Thermal Running Level Machine L1 L2 L3 L4
DTM-BW: Bandwidth PE1950 No limit 4.0GB/s 3.0GB/s 2.0GB/s
DTM-BW: Bandwidth SR1500AL No limit 5.0GB/s 4.0GB/s 3.0GB/s
DTM-ACG: # of Active Cores Both 4 3 2 2
DTM-CDVFS: Frequency Both 3.00GHz 2.67GHz 2.33GHz 2.00GHz
DTM-COMB:: # of Cores@Frequency Both 4@3.00GHz 3@2.67GHz 2@2.33GHz 2@2.00GHz

Table 1: Thermal emergency levels and thermal running levels.

Figure 2: Intel SR1500AL system with thermal sensors (“T”).

Figure 3: The daughter card.

To emulate such an environment, we put the Intel SR1500AL into
a hot box, which allows us to set the system ambient temperature to
36◦C, assuming a room temperature of 26◦C and an arbitrary 10◦C
increase in system ambient temperature. We put the PE1950 into
an air-conditioned room of temperature 26◦C and artificially lower
the thermal design point of AMB by 10◦C in the implementation
of DTM policies. We use the two different machines to crosscheck
our experiment results, and the SR1500AL allows us to evaluate
power and energy savings.

Figure 2 shows a system diagram of the SR1500AL server. We
instrumented the Intel SR1500AL with sensors that measure volt-
age, current and temperature of different system components. The
analog signals from the power and thermal sensors are routed to a
custom designed daughter card that hosts an array of A/D convert-
ers and low pass filters. The daughter card is shown in Figure 3.
The data from A/D converters is sampled by a micro-controller

that stores all the digital sensor data in a local buffer. The daughter
card is connected to the host system through a LPC (low pin count)
bus. We have implemented a user space application that accesses
the daughter card using Linux LPC driver. The application reads
sensor data periodically and stores it to a log file. In all experi-
ments in this paper we used a sampling rate of once per 10ms. This
sampling rate is sufficient given AMB thermal constants and time
scales of thermal management mechanisms evaluated in our stud-
ies. The sample data are buffered inside the daughter card until the
buffer is full; then they are transferred to the system memory. We
have done an extensive evaluation to calibrate the sensors and en-
sure that sampling application does not introduce any overhead or
artifacts in our measurements. We have run benchmarks and syn-
thetic workloads with and without our sampling application and
have never observed any measurable impact on their performance
or system power consumption.

The two machines use the Red Hat Enterprise Linux 4.0 with ker-
nel 2.6.20.3. Performance data are collected by pfmon using perf-
mon kernel interface and libpfm library [7]. We enable the CPU
hot plug/remove functionality of the kernel to support core gating.
Three types of performance statistics are collected using hardware
counters: numbers of retired uops, L2 cache accesses, and L2 cache
misses. We use the per-thread mode of pfmon to collect statistics
for each benchmark. As discussed in Section 3, for DTM-ACG,
when one core on dual-core processor is shut down, two programs
will share the remaining core in a round-robin fashion. The time
slice for the sharing is 100ms by default Linux kernel. We also per-
form a sensitivity analysis by varying the time slice and the result
will be shown in Section 5.

4.2 Workloads
We run multiprogramming workloads constructed from the SPEC

CPU2000 benchmark suite2. The applications are compiled with
Intel C++ Compiler 9.1 and Intel FORTRAN Compiler 9.1. When
the four-core machines run four copies of a same application, thir-
teen applications of SPEC CPU2000 reach higher AMB temper-
ature than others: wupwise, swim, mgrid, applu, vpr, galgel, art,
mcf, equake, lucas, fma3d, gap and apsi. Twelve out of the thirteen
applications coincide with those selected by the simulation-based
study [15]. The only exception is gap. To simplify the comparison
between this work and the previous study, we do not include gap
in our experiments. Then we constructed eight multiprogramming
workloads from these selected applications as shown in Table 2.
We ran all workloads twice and the differences in execution time
are negligible. The results of a single set of experiments are re-
ported.

Some SPEC applications had more than one reference inputs.
2We have also run partial experiments on workloads constructed
from SPEC CPU2006.
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Workload Benchmarks
W1 swim, mgrid, applu, galgel
W2 art, equake, lucas, fma3d
W3 swim, applu, art, lucas
W4 mgrid, galgel, equake, fma3d
W5 swim, art, wupwise, vpr
W6 mgrid, equake, mcf, apsi
W7 applu, lucas, wupwise, mcf
W8 galgel, fma3d, vpr, apsi

Table 2: Workload mixes.

For those applications, we run all inputs and count them as a single
run. In order to observe the long term memory temperature char-
acteristics, we run the multiprogramming workloads as batch jobs.
For each workload, its corresponding batch job mixes ten runs of
every application contained in the workload. When one program
finishes its execution and releases its occupied processor, a waiting
program is assigned to the processor in a round-robin way. It is
worth noting that, at the end of the batch job, there is small fraction
of period that less than four applications running simultaneously.
We observed that the fraction was less than 5% of total execution
time on average.

We do not study DTM-TS (Thermal Shutdown) in this work for
the following reasons. First, DTM-TS is a special case of DTM-
BW. Second, it abruptly shuts down the whole system and makes
system not running smoothly.

5. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we first briefly describe the DRAM thermal emer-

gency observed on the servers. We then present the performance
results of the four DTM policies, analyze the sources of perfor-
mance gain, discuss the results of power saving and finally study
the sensitivity of parameter selections.

5.1 Experimental Observation of DRAM
Thermal Emergency

We present our observation of AMB temperature changes on the
two server systems. Figure 4 shows the AMB temperature chang-
ing curves on the the SR1500AL when it runs homogeneous work-
loads described as follows. The machine has open-loop bandwidth
throttling enabled by default in the chipset. We disable this function
for AMB temperature below 100◦. During the close-to-overheating
periods (>100◦C), the function is enabled to limit the memory
bandwidth under 3GB/s for safety concern. We run four copies
of each program on the four cores (on two processors) simultane-
ously. For each program, we run a job batch with twenty copies
in total to observe the AMB temperature changes and report the
results of the first five hundred seconds. The data are collected ev-
ery one second. The server has four DIMMs and the highest AMB
temperature among the four DIMMs is shown (most time the third
DIMM has the highest AMB temperature).

Temperature changes of five selected programs are reported in
the figure. Among them, swim and mgrid are memory intensive,
and the other three are moderately memory intensive. Initially the
machine is idle for a sufficiently long time for the AMB tempera-
ture to stabilize (at about 81◦C). As it shows, with swim and mgrid
the temperature will reach 100◦ in about 150 seconds. Then it fluc-
tuates around 100◦C because of the bandwidth throttling for ma-
chine safety. We have similar observations for other memory in-
tensive programs (not shown). The other three programs, namely

Figure 4: AMB temperature curve for first 500 seconds of execution.

galgel, apsi and vpr, are less memory intensive. Their temperatures
rises in similar curves and then the temperature change patterns sta-
bilize under 100◦C.

Figure 5 shows the average AMB temperatures of the PE1950
when it runs the same homogeneous workloads. Unlike Figure 4,
Figure 5 does not show memory overheating; instead, it shows how
overheating would have happened for those workloads if the ambi-
ent temperature is high enough and no DTM is used. The PE1950
is put in a room with good air conditioning. (It also has a different
cooling package.) Therefore, we are able to run memory-intensive
workloads without having the system to overheating the AMBs (or
the DRAM devices). Additionally, the server currently includes
only two DIMMs. If four DIMMs were used, as we observed on the
SR1500AL, the AMB temperature would be significantly higher
than reported. Only the AMB temperature of the first DIMM is
shown because it always has higher temperature than the other one.
The temperature sensors have noises which appear as high spikes
in temperature readings (which is visible in Figure 4), therefore we
exclude 0.5% sampling points with the highest temperatures to re-
move those spikes.

We have following observations. First, average AMB tempera-
ture varies significantly across those homogeneous workloads. Ten
programs have average AMB temperature higher than 80◦C: wup-
wise, swim, mgrid, applu, art, mcf, equake, facerec, lucas and
fma3d. As shown in the previous study [15] and confirmed in our
experiments using performance counters, these ten programs have
high L2 miss rates. Consequently, they have higher memory band-
width utilization, higher memory power consumption and there-
fore higher AMB temperatures than the other workloads. Four pro-
grams, namely galgel, gap, bzip2 and apsi, have moderate memory
bandwidth utilization and their average AMB temperatures range
between 70◦C and 80◦C. The other twelve programs have small
memory bandwidth utilization and their AMB temperatures are be-
low 70◦C. Second, there are big gaps between the average and the
highest AMB temperatures. We have found the main reason is that
it takes a relatively long initial time, around two hundred seconds,
for AMB to reach a stable temperature. Additionally, for some
workloads, the AMB temperatures keep changing due to the pro-
gram phase changes in their lifespan.

5.2 Performance Comparison of DTM Polices
Figure 6 compares the performance of the four DTM policies

and a baseline execution with no memory thermal limit on the two
servers. As discussed in Section 4, on the PE1950, we use an ar-
tificial thermal threshold of 90◦C to reveal the impact of memory
thermal limit. The no-limit experiments are done without enforc-
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Figure 5: AMB temperature when memory is driven by homogeneous workloads on the PE1950 without DTM control.

(a) Dell PE1950 (b) Intel SR1500AL

Figure 6: Normalized running time.

ing that artificial TDP. On the SR1500AL, we are able to control
the ambient temperature, so we run the no-limit experiments with
an ambient temperature of 26◦C and run the other experiments with
an ambient temperature of 36◦C. We disable the built-in bandwidth
throttling feature of the chipset in the no-limit experiments.

We have the following observations for workloads from SPEC
CPU2000. First of all, the results confirm that the use of sim-
ple bandwidth throttling (DTM-BW) may severely downgrade the
system performance. On average, the performance degradation is
18.5% on the PE1950 and 59.3% on the SR1500AL. Our detailed
statistics show that there is a strong correlation between the mem-
ory bandwidth utilization and the performance degradation. For
example, all workloads except W5 and W8 have larger than 50%
slowdown with DTM-BW, while the slowdowns for W5 and W8
are 42.3% and 11.3%, respectively, on the SR1500AL. The perfor-
mance counter data show that W8 has 17.3 L2 cache misses per
microsecond, which is the lowest among the eight workloads. This
means it is less memory-intensive than others.

Second, the results also confirm that DTM-ACG may signifi-
cantly improve performance over DTM-BW. On average, DTM-
ACG improves the performance of CPU2000 workloads by 13.3%
on the PE1950 and 7.2% on the SR1500AL. The maximum im-
provement is 24.2% and 21.7%, respectively. In comparison, the
previous simulation-based study [15] reports an average improve-
ment of 16.3% using the same workloads. The main source of im-
provement comes from the reduction on L2 cache misses, which
will be detailed in Section 5.3. As for the difference in the results
from the two servers, several factors may contribute to it, including
the differences in cooling package, memory bandwidth, ambient
temperature, and the layout of the processors and DIMMs on moth-

erboard. We also observe performance degradation of DTM-ACG
over DTM-BW on workload W8, which is 7.4% on the PE1950
and 23.2% on the SR1500AL, respectively. This scenario was not
reported in the previous study. As to be shown in Figure 7, DTM-
ACG actually reduces the L2 cache misses of W8 by 6.4% on the
PE1950 and 7.4% on the SR1500AL. We believe that for this work-
load the DTM-ACG policy may stop processor cores too proac-
tively. This is not a fundamental problem of the policy, but in-
dicates that the policy may be further refined for certain types of
workloads.

Regarding DTM-CDVFS, we have surprising findings that are
very different from the previous study. On average, DTM-CDVFS
may improve performance over DTM-BW by 10.8% on the PE1950
and 15.3% on the SR1500AL. By contrast, the previous study re-
ports only 3.4% average improvement. It is also remarkable that the
scheme improves the performance of every program on SR1500AL,
ranging from 5.7% to 23.9%. On PE1950, the maximum improve-
ment is 18.0% and only W8 has small performance degradation of
1.1%. The main reason behind the performance improvements, as
to be discussed in details in Section 5.3, is related to the thermal
interaction between the processors and the memory. The previous
study did not consider the heat dissipation from the processor to the
memory. As the results indicate, that factor should be significant in
the DRAM thermal modeling and cannot be ignored. In fact, the
performance improvement is larger on the SR1500AL than on the
PE1950 because on its motherboard the processors are physically
closer to the DIMMs. We will present more experimental results
from the SR1500AL to support this finding.

We have also run two workloads from SPEC CPU2006 on PE1950,
W11 with applications milc, leslie3d, soplex and GemsFDTD, and
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W12 with libquantum, lbm, omnetpp and wrf. The findings for
workloads from CPU2000 still hold for them. DTM-BW degrades
the performance by 21.4% and 25.4% for W11 and W12 when
compared with no-limit, respectively. DTM-ACG improves perfor-
mance by 7.6% and 14.4% when compared with DTM-BW, respec-
tively. DTM-CDVFS has better performance for both workloads,
improving performance by 16.8% and 17.8% over DTM-BW on
the two servers, respectively.

The performance of DTM-COMB is very close to that of DTM-
ACG on average on both machines. On average for SPEC CPU2000
workloads, the performance of DTM-COMB is degraded by 0.1%
on PE1950 and improved by 1.4% on SR1500AL, compared with
DTM-ACG. The DTM-COMB may improve performance up to
5.7% (for W12 from SPEC CPU2006). It is remarkable that DTM-
COMB can improve performance for W2, W3 and W7 on PE1950,
when compared with no-limit. This is possible because we observe
that for some programs, the L2 cache miss rate decreases sharply
when running alone as shown later in Section 5.3.

5.3 Analysis of Performance Improvements by
Different DTM Policies

In this section, we analyze the sources of performance improve-
ments by DTM-ACG, DTM-CDVFS and DTM-COMB when com-
pared with DTM-BW.

Reduction of L2 Cache Misses. It has been reported in the
previous study [15] that the improvement by DTM-ACG is mostly
from the reduction of memory traffic, which is from the reduction
of L2 cache misses: When the shared L2 cache is used by fewer
programs, cache contention is reduced and thus there will be fewer
cache misses. The previous study collected memory traffic data to
demonstrate the correlation. On our platforms, we can only col-
lect the number of L2 cache misses. The total memory traffic con-
sists of cache refills from on-demand cache misses, cache write-
backs, memory prefetches, speculative memory accesses, and other
sources including cache coherence traffic. Nevertheless, cache re-
fills are the majority part of memory traffic, therefore the number
of L2 cache misses is a good indication of memory traffic.

Figure 7 shows the normalized number of L2 cache misses on
both machines. We have several observations from the data. First,
the number of L2 cache misses changes very slightly by using
DTM-BW when compared with no-limit. This is expected be-
cause the number of on-demand L2 cache misses should have vir-
tually no change when memory bandwidth is throttled. Second,
the total number of L2 cache misses does decrease significantly by
DTM-ACG, compared with that of DTM-BW. The reduction is up
to 35.2% and 40.7% on the PE1950 and the SR1500AL, respec-
tively. The average reduction are 26.8% and 29.3%, respectively.
The result confirms the finding of the previous study that DTM-
ACG reduces L2 cache misses significantly. On the other hand,
DTM-CDVFS does not cause any visible changes of the total num-
ber of L2 cache misses, while the previous study reported memory
traffic may be reduced due to the reduction of speculative mem-
ory accesses. The difference is likely related to differences in the
processor models, particularly how many outstanding memory ac-
cesses are allowed and whether a speculative memory instruction
is allowed to trigger an access to the main memory. The DTM-
COMB has very similar L2 cache miss reduction as DTM-ACG.
The average reductions are 24.8% and 30.1% on the PE1950 and
the SR1500AL, respectively.

Reduction of Memory Ambient Temperature by DTM-CDVFS.
As discussed earlier, the performance of DTM-CDVFS is compa-
rable to that of DTM-ACG. In fact, it is visibly better than DTM-

Figure 8: Measured memory inlet temperature.

ACG on the SR1500AL. This is a surprise finding: the previous
study reports that DTM-CDVFS has only slight performance ad-
vantage over DTM-BW; and the main benefit of DTM-CDVFS
was improved system power efficiency. We speculated that the
processor heat generation has an impact on the memory DIMMs,
which was ignored in the thermal modeling of the previous study.
If the processor is physically close enough to the DIMMs, then
the heat dissipation from the processor may further increase the
DIMM ambient temperature. Consequently, the DIMMs may over-
heat more frequently than predicted by the thermal model in the
previous study. Since DTM-CDVFS improves the processor power
efficiency, it may reduce the heat generation from the processor and
therefore alleviate the problem, which will improve memory band-
width utilization. If that is a significant factor, then the observed
performance improvement can be explained.

To confirm the above theory, we have looked into the inside of
each machine. On both machines the processors and the DIMMs
share the same set of cooling fans, and the air flow first passes
the processors then the DIMMs. The processor and DIMMs are
slightly misaligned along the cooling air flow on the PE1950. On
the SR1500AL, one of the two processors is aligned with the DIMMs
along the cooling air flow. Additionally, the distance between the
processors and the DIMMs is as close as about 5cm.

We collect the temperature readings through a sensor put on the
air path between the processors and the DIMMs inside the SR1500AL.
Such a sensor is not available on PE1950. The data show a strong
correlation between the memory inlet temperature difference and
the performance improvement of DTM-CDVFS over DTM-BW.
Figure 8 compares the average temperature of the four DTM schemes.
The system ambient temperature of the SR1500AL is set to 36◦C.
As the figure shows, the cooling air is heated up by about 10◦C
when it reaches the memory. The processor exhaust (memory inlet)
temperature is visibly lower with DTM-CDVFS or DTM-COMB
than with DTM-BW or DTM-ACG for workloads W1 to W6. As
to be discussed in Section 5.4, DTM-CDVFS and DTM-COMB re-
duce processor power consumption but DTM-ACG does not when
compared with DTM-BW. Workloads W7 and W8 are exceptions:
for W7 the temperature is slightly higher with DTM-CDVFS than
with the other schemes; and for W8 it is between DTM-BW and
DTM-ACG. On average, the temperature is 46.9◦C, 46.7◦C, 45.9◦C
and 45.8% with DTM-BW, DTM-ACG, DTM-CDVFS and DTM-
COMB, respectively. The maximum difference is 1.6◦C. We high-
light that we carefully calibrated those sensors and that random sen-
sor noises do not affect the accuracy of average temperature. Those
differences seem to be small; however, the range of working tem-
peratures of memory intensive workloads is less than 20◦C on that
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(a) Dell PE1950 (b) Intel SR1500AL

Figure 7: Normalized numbers of L2 cache misses.

Figure 9: CPU power consumption.

server as shown in Figure 4. Therefore, a one-degree difference
can have a noticeable impact on performance. The result strongly
suggests that the layout design of server inside should give more
attention to the memory subsystem.

5.4 Comparison of Power and Energy
Consumption

On the SR1500AL we are able to measure the power consump-
tion of individual system components including the processors, DIMMs,
system fans and other components.

Power Consumption of Processors and DIMMs. We are
only interested in the power consumption of the processors and
DIMMs because for our workloads the power consumption of the
other components is almost constant. The processors consume slightly
more than a third of the system power; and the DIMMs consume
slightly less than a third. In our experiments, we also found that the
power consumption of the DIMMs is very close for all workloads
except workload W8, which is less memory intensive than the oth-
ers. Part of the reason is that static power is a large component
of FB-DIMM power. Therefore, we only compare the processor
power consumption.

Figure 9 shows the average power consumption with different
DTM policies. The data are normalized to those of DTM-BW. As
expected, DTM-CDVFS and DTM-COMB consume less proces-
sor power than the other two policies. On average, the processor
power consumption of DTM-CDVFS and DTM-COMB is 15.5%
and 13.2% lower than that of DTM-BW, respectively. There is a

Figure 10: Normalized energy consumption of DTM policies.

very small difference between the power consumption by DTM-
BW and DTM-ACG. This is mainly due to the fact that the lat-
est generation processors are packed with a number of energy effi-
cient features. They apply extensive clock gating to idle functional
blocks when processors are stalled by the long-latency memory ac-
cesses. Thus, for memory-intensive workloads with frequent last
level cache misses, most functional components in the processor
core have already been clock-gated yielding little additional benefit
from gating the entire core.

Energy Consumption. Figure 10 shows the total energy con-
sumption of processors and memory. All values are normalized to
those of DTM-BW. On average, compared with DTM-BW, DTM-
ACG, DTM-CDVFS and DTM-COMB can save energy by 6.0%,
22.0% and 16.5%, respectively. The energy saving of DTM-ACG
comes from the reduction of running time because its power con-
sumption is very close to that of DTM-BW. The energy savings for
DTM-CDVFS and DTM-COMB come from both power saving and
reduction of running time.

5.5 Sensitivity Analysis of DTM Parameters
Ambient Temperature. The performance of DTM policies

shown in Section 5.1 on the SR1500AL is from the experiments
with a system ambient temperature of 36◦C and an AMB TDP of
100◦C. We also have run experiments on SR1500AL with a lower
system ambient temperature of 26◦C and with an artificial AMB
thermal threshold of 90◦C. This setting is the same as that used
on the PE1950, and has the same gap (64◦C) between the ambient
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Figure 11: Normalized running time on Intel SR1500AL at a room
system ambient temperature (26◦C).

temperature and the TDP temperature as the first set of experiments
on the SR1500AL. The experiment has two purposes. First, by
keeping the temperature gap the same while changing the ambient
temperature, the new result will help understand how the ambient
temperature affects performance. Second, because the performance
improvements are different on the two servers, the new result may
reveal whether the difference is related to their differences in am-
bient temperatures.

Figure 11 compares the performance of four policies on SR1500AL
in the new setting. It indicates that the performance is very similar
to that on the same machine with higher system ambient temper-
ature of 36◦C. On average, DTM-BW degrades performance by
60.6% over no-limit. The degradation is 59.3% with the higher
ambient temperature. On average, DTM-ACG and DTM-CDVFS
improve performance by 8.1% and 16.4% over DTM-BW, respec-
tively. The improvements are 7.2% and 15.3% with an ambient
temperature of 36◦C (Figure 6(b)), respectively. The performance
comparison regarding individual workload are also similar. The
similarity indicates that the performance of DTM schemes is strongly
correlated to the gap between the ambient temperature and AMB
TDP.

Processor Frequency. In previous experiments, we run pro-
cessor cores at full speed (3.0 GHz) for DTM-BW and DTM-ACG.
We also want to see what happens if a lower processor speed (2.0
GHz) is used. Figure 12 compares the performance with two pro-
cessor speeds for DTM-BW and DTM-ACG on the SR1500AL.
First, on average, the performance with the lower processor speed
is degraded by 3.0% and 6.7% compared with that with the higher
speed for DTM-BW and DTM-ACG, respectively. We find that
the less memory-intensive workload W8 has larger performance
degradation than the others. This is expected since the perfor-
mance of compute-intensive workloads is more sensitive to proces-
sor frequency. Isci et al. also present that the performance degrada-
tion is small for memory-intensive workloads with low frequency
mode [11]. If W8 is excluded, the performance degradation is
only 2.1% and 5.8% for DTM-BW and DTM-ACG, respectively.
Second, DTM-ACG improves performance similarly under both
modes. On average, the performance improvement is 3.6% with
the lower processor speed and is 7.2% with the higher speed, re-
spectively. When W8 is excluded, the average performance im-
provement is 8.5% and 12.4%, respectively.

DTM TDP and Thermal Emergency Levels. Figure 13
shows the normalized running time averaged on all workloads on
PE1950 when the thermal design point (TDP) of AMB changes.
The thermal emergency levels also change with the AMB TDPs,

Figure 12: Comparison of performance between DTM-ACG
and DTM-BW under two different processor frequencies on Intel
SR1500AL.

Figure 13: Normalized running time averaged for all workloads on
PE1950 with different AMB TDPs.

following the rationales discussed in Section 3. The performance
of three AMB TDPs is shown: 88◦C, 90◦C and 92◦C. As ex-
pected, the performance loss is reduced with higher TDPs. Com-
pared with that of no-limit, the performance of DTM-BW is de-
graded by 23.8%, 18.5% and 14.0% with AMB TDPs of 88◦C,
90◦C and 92◦C, respectively. The performance improvement by
three policies over DTM-BW is similar under different AMB TDPs.
The performance improvement by DTM-ACG is 13.6%, 13.3% and
12.9%, respectively. They are 8.6%, 10.8% and 10.8% by DTM-
CDVFS and 14.2%, 13.1% and 12.0% by DTM-COMB, respec-
tively. This result indicates that the three policies may work simi-
larly in systems with different thermal constraints.

Switching Frequency in Linux Scheduling for DTM-ACG.
In DTM-ACG, two programs may share a processor core when an-
other core is disabled. The time quantum used in process schedul-
ing is set to 100ms in the kernel by default. Figure 14 compares the
normalized running time and number of L2 cache misses averaged
for all workloads on PE1950 with different time quantum settings.
The running time and number of L2 cache misses are normalized
to those with default time quantum for each workload. The re-
sults show that the average normalized running time does not have
visible changes when the base time quantum is longer than 20ms.
When it is set to a value shorter than 20ms, both running time and
number L2 cache misses increase steadily. The average running
time is increased by 4.2% and 7.2% when the base time quantum
is set to 10ms and 5ms, respectively. We find that the major reason
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Figure 14: Normalized running time and number of L2 cache misses
averaged for all workloads on PE1950 with different switching frequen-
cies.

for the performance degradation is the increase of L2 cache misses.
The average number of L2 cache misses is increased by 7.6% and
12.0%, respectively. This indicates that to avoid cache thrashing
with DTM-ACG, the default time slice cannot be shorter than 20ms
for the processors with 4MB L2 cache used in our experiments.

6. CONCLUSION
We have performed the first study of software dynamic thermal

management (DTM) of memory subsystems on multicore systems
running Linux OS. It has validated the effectiveness of memory
DTM methods in real systems with a new finding on the thermal
interaction between the processor and memory in real machines.
Future work includes the correction of the previous memory ther-
mal model [15], more evaluation using commercial workloads and
varying thermal constraints, and the design of new memory DTM
policies using control methods and additional inputs.
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